Change Starts at Home Survey
BASELINE QUESTIONNAIRE

ID-----------------------------------------------------

NB:

Variables names are in bold and parentheses
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2. District (district)
 Nawalparasi (1)
 Chitwan (2)
 Kapilvastu (3)
Answer If District:
Nawalparasi Is Selected

Answer If District:
Chitwan Is Selected

Answer If District:
Kapilvastu Is Selected

VDC: (vdc 1)
 Dawanne Devi (1)
 Kawaswoti (2)
 Makar (3)
 Mukundapur (4)
 Nayabelhani (5)
 Pragatinagar (6)
 Rajahar (7)
 Ramnagar (8)
 Rupauliya (9)
 Tamasariya (10)
 Tilakpur (11)
 Tribenisusta (12)

VDC: (vdc 2)
 Bhandara (1)
 Birendranagar (2)
 Gunjanagar (3)
 Jagatpur (4)
 Jutpani (5)
 Khairahani M (6)
 Meghauli (7)
 Patihani (8)
 Piple (9)
 Pithuwa (10)
 Saradanagar (11)
 Shivanagar (12)

VDC: ( vdc 3)
 Banganga (1)
 Barkalpur (2)
 Bhalwad (3)
 Buddhi (4)
 Chanai (5)
 Dubiya (6)
 Gajaheda (7)
 Jayanagar (8)
 Kopawa (9)
 Mahendrakot (10)
 Motipur (11)
 Shivapur (12)

4. Ward:
(ward)
 Ward 1 (1)
 Ward 2 (2)
 Ward 3 (3)
 Ward 4 (4)
 Ward 5 (5)
 Ward 6 (6)
 Ward 7 (7)
 Ward 8 (8)
 Ward 9 (9)

6. Do you agree to be interviewed? (consent)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Survey
7. Do you have any questions? (quest)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)

I would like to ask some additional questions about you. (intro_labe)
8. What is your age? (age)
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What is your caste/ethnicity (caste)
 Chhetri Hill (1)
 Chhetri Terai (2)
 Brahmin Hill (3)
 Brahmin Terai (4)
 Dalit Hill (5)
 Dalit Terrai (6)
 Janajati Hill (7)
 Janajati Terai (8)
 Muslim (9)
 Magar (10)
 Tharu (11)
 Kami (12)
 Gurung (13)
 Damai/Dholi (14)
 Thakuri (15)
 Yadav (16)
 Sanyasi/Dashnami (17)
 Tamang (18)
 Kumal (19)
 Sarki (20)
 Darai (21)
 Newar (22)
 Rai (23)
 Other (24) ____________________ (caste_text)
8. Where were you born? (birth)
 This community/town (1)
 Another rural area/village (2)
 Another town/city (3)
 Another country (4)
9. Have you ever attended school? (school)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
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Answer If Have you ever attended school? Yes Is Selected
10. What is the highest grade you completed? (school_lev)
 Primary (1-5) (1)
 Lower secondary (6-8) (2)
 Upper secondary (9-10) (3)
 SLC or equivalent (4)
 Intermediate and equivalent (5)
 Bachelors Level (Graduate) (6)
 Masters' Level and Above (7)
 Informal Education (8)
 Adult Education (9)
Other, specify (10) ____________________ (school_lev_text)

11. What is your religion? (religion)
 Hindu (1)
 Buddhist (2)
 Islam (3)
 Kirat (4)
 Christian (5)
 Prakriti (6)
 Bon (7)
 Jainism (8)
 Bahai (9)
 Sikhism (10)
Other (11) ____________________ (religion_text)

12. How many children do you have? (children)
Answer If How many children do you have? Text Response Is Greater Than 0
13. How many of the children are boys?
(sons)
Answer If How many children do you have? Text Response Is Greater Than 0
14. How many of these children are girls? (daughters)
15. Does your household have the following? [check all that apply]
 Radio (1)
(ownmedia_1)
 Television (2)
(ownmedia_2)
 Mobile phone (3)
(ownmedia_3)
 None of the above (4)
(ownmedia_4)
Now I would like to ask some questions about your husband.
16. Has your husband ever attended school? (hschool)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
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Answer If Has your husband ever attended school? Yes Is Selected
17. What is the highest grade he completed? (hschool_le)
 Primary (1-5) (1)
 Lower secondary (6-8) (2)
 Upper secondary (9-10) (3)
 SLC or equivalent (4)
 Intermediate and equivalent (5)
 Bachelors Level (Graduate) (6)
 Masters' Level and Above (7)
 Informal Education (8)
 Adult Education (9)
Other, specify (10) ____________________(hschool_le_text)
Now I would like to ask some questions about your and your husband’s work and the availability of food in
your household.
18. Have you personally earned money for work or trade during the past 12 months? (work12)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
19. Has your husband earned money for work or trade during the past 12 months? (hwork12)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
Answer If Have you personally earned money for work or trade during the past 12 months? Yes Is
Selected
20. Would you say that the money that you bring into the household is more than your husband, less than
your husband, or about the same? (contribute)
 Less than your husband (1)
 Same as your husband (2)
 More than husband (3)
 Don't know (97)
21. In the past 4 weeks how often did you worry that your household would not have enough food, never,
rarely, sometimes, often? (Foodwor)
 Never (0)
 Rarely (1)
 Sometimes (2)
 Often (3)
22. In the past 4 weeks how often were you or any household member not able to eat the kinds of foods
you/they preferred or had to eat a limited variety of foods due to a lack of resources, never, rarely,
sometimes, often? (Foodpref)
 Never (0)
 Rarely (1)
 Sometimes (2)
 Often (3)
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23. In the past 4 weeks how often did you or any household member have to eat a smaller meal or eat
fewer meals in a day than you thought were needed because there was not enough food, never, rarely,
sometimes, often?
(Smallmeal)
 Never (0)
 Rarely (1)
 Sometimes (2)
 Often (3)
24. In the past 4 weeks how often did you or any member of your household go a whole day and a whole
night without eating or go to sleep at night hungry because there was not enough food, never, rarely,
sometimes, often? (Hungry)
 Never (0)
 Rarely (1)
 Sometimes (2)
 Often (3)
25. Are you or your husband frequently stressed because of not having enough income? (Incstress)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
The following questions pertain to your husband.
26. How old were you when you got married? (Agemar)
27. Was your marriage (marriagelo)
 Love marriage with your family’s blessing (1)
 Love marriage without your family’s blessing (2)
 Arranged by family with my consent (3)
 Arranged by family without my consent (4)
28. Was dowry or bride-price demanded for your marriage? (Dowry)
 Yes/Dowry (1)
 Yes/Bride Price (2)
 No (0)
Answer If Did your marriage involve a dowry or bride-price? No Is Not Selected
29. Has all of the dowry/bride price been paid for or does some part still remain to be paid? (Dowrypaid)
 Paid in full (1)
 Some left to be paid (2)
30. Does your husband have any other wives or women he lives with as if married? (othwife)
 No (0)
 Yes (1)
I am going to ask you some questions about who makes decisions about household spending.
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31. Who in your household usually has the final say regarding the health of women in the family?
(dechealth)
 Mostly your husband (1)
 Mostly you (2)
 You and your husband equally (3)
 Someone else (4)
32. Who has the final say about decisions involving how your family spends money on food and
clothing? (decspend)
 Mostly your husband (1)
 Mostly you (2)
 You and your husband equally (3)
 Someone else (4)
33. Who has the final say about decisions involving how your family spends money on large investments
such as buying a motorbike, land, jewelry, a house or a household appliance? (decinvest)
 Mostly your husband (1)
 Mostly you (2)
 You and your husband equally (3)
 Someone else (4)
Now I am going to ask you some questions about how you communicate with your husband.
34. In the last 7 days, how often did you and your partner discuss the following topics together
(Marital_co)
Item
Things that happened to him during the day? (dayhus)
Things that happened to you in the day? (daywif)
His worries or feelings? (feelhus)
Your worries or feelings? (feelwif)
Issues or problems with members of your family or his
family? (comfam)

Responses
0=Never; 1=once 2=few times 3=many times
0=Never; 1=once 2=few times 3=many times
0=Never; 1=once 2=few times 3=many times
0=Never; 1=once 2=few times 3=many times
0=Never; 1=once 2=few times 3=many times
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35. Now I am going to ask you some questions about how you feel about your relationship with your
husband.
Item
Do you feel respected by your husband – Would you say always,
sometimes or never? (respect)
Do you feel that your husband trusts you? Would you say always,
sometimes or never (trust)
Does your husband treat you as an equal? Would you say always,
sometimes or never (equal)
Does your husband make you feel loved and supported? Would you
say always, sometimes or never? (loved)
Does your husband support you when you disagree with a member
of his family? Would you say always, sometimes or never?
(disagreefam)
Does your husband assist with housework in front of his family?
Would you say always, sometimes or never? (housework)
Does your husband ask your opinion about important matters in front
of his family? Would you say always, sometimes or never? (opinion)

Responses
0=Never; 1=sometimes 2=always
0=Never; 1=sometimes 2=always
0=Never; 1=sometimes 2=always
0=Never; 1=sometimes 2=always
0=Never; 1=sometimes 2=always

0=Never; 1=sometimes 2=always
0=Never; 1=sometimes 2=always

36. Now I am going to ask about your ability to move freely outside the home.
Item
Are you able to visit friends or close relatives without the permission of your husband or
other family member? (visit)
Are you able to visit a health center or hospital without the permission of your husband or
other family member? (health)
Are you able to visit any association/organization or attend any community meeting
without the permission of your husband or other family member? (meet)

Responses
1=yes 0=no
1=yes 0=no
1=yes 0=no

37. Does your husband or his family expect you to do any of the following things while you are
menstruating? (check all that apply)
 Not sleep with your husband (menstr_1)
 Stay away from everyone (menstr_2)
 Not enter the temple or place of worship (menstr_3)
 Stop praying (outside of the temple) (menstr_4)
 Not cook (menstr_5)
 Other (menstr_6) ____________________(menstr_6_text)
 None of the above (menstr_7)
38. In the past 12 months, has your husband prohibited you from getting a job, going to work, trading or
earning money? (Prohib)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
39. In the past 12 months, has your husband taken your earnings or valuables such as jewelry against
your will? (Earn)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
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40. In the past 12 months, has your husband kept money from his earnings for alcohol, tobacco or other
things for himself when he knew you were finding it hard to afford the household expenses? (keptmon)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
41. Looking at this ladder, which rung represents how much say you have in decisions that affect you?
The bottom rung of the ladder represents a little bit and the top rung representing a lot.
(Say )
 Rung 1 (1)
 Rung 2 (2)
 Rung 3 (3)
 Rung 4 (4)
 Rung 5 (5)
42. सश��करन Looking at this ladder, which rung represents your ability to say no to your husband when
he asks you to do something you feel is unreasonable? The bottom rung of the ladder represents a little
bit and the top rung representing a lot. (Unreas )
 Rung 1 (1)
 Rung 2 (2)
 Rung 3 (3)
 Rung 4 (4)
 Rung 5 (5)
43. Looking at this ladder, which rung represents the amount of control you have over your personal
safety in the home? The bottom rung of the ladder represents a little bit and the top rung representing a
lot. (Safety)
 Rung 1 (1)
 Rung 2 (2)
 Rung 3 (3)
 Rung 4 (4)
 Rung 5 (5)
All relationships involve some disagreements. Now I would like to ask some questions about how you and
your husband work out differences you face.
44. In your relationship with your husband, how often would you say that you quarreled? (Quarrel)
 Rarely (0)
 Sometimes (1)
 Often (2)
45. How easily do you and your husband work out every day problems together? ( Conprob)
 Not easily at all (0)
 Somewhat easily (1)
 Very easily (2)
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46. How easy is it for you to talk openly and directly with your husband about a topic on which you
disagree? (Contalk)
 Not easily at all (0)
 Somewhat easily (1)
 Very easily (2)
47. How easy is it for your husband to control his temper when he is angry or frustrated by you?
(Contemper)
 Not easily at all (0)
 Somewhat easily (1)
 Very easily (2)
 Don't know (4)
48. I am going to ask you some questions about violence that occurs in the home. I would like to know
whether you think the following statements are true or false.
Item

Responses

Violence against women occurs in only a small number of households. (attsmall)

1=true 0=false

It is illegal for a man to have sexual relations with his wife against her will. (attillegal)

1=true 0=false

Using force is an effective way to correct a woman’s behavior. (attforce)

1=true 0=false

Witnessing their mother being beaten by their father may cause children to do poorly

1=true 0=false

in school. (attchildeff)
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49. I am going to make a number of statements about men and women in general. When I read the
following statements can you please indicate how much you personally agree or disagree with the
sentiment expressed? The choices are strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree.
Item
A woman's most important role is to take care of her home and family
(head)

A man should have the final say in all family matters. (share)

It is the wife's obligation to have sex with her husband whenever he
wants it, except when she is sick or menstruating. (oblig)

It is indecent for a woman to express her sexual desires to her
husband. (sexdesire)

A woman who discusses her domestic problems with others brings
shame upon her family (shame)

If a woman leaves her marriage, it reflects badly on her family.
(reflect)

Violence between husband and wife is a private matter and others
should not intervene (priv)

If a wife does something wrong, her husband has the right to punish
her (disc)

There are times when a woman deserves to be beaten (deserve)

A woman should tolerate violence to keep her family together (keep)

Responses
0=strongly disagree
1=disagree
2=agree
3=strongly agree
0=strongly disagree
1=disagree
2=agree
3=strongly agree
0=strongly disagree
1=disagree
2=agree
3=strongly agree
0=strongly disagree
1=disagree
2=agree
3=strongly agree
0=strongly disagree
1=disagree
2=agree
3=strongly agree
0=strongly disagree
1=disagree
2=agree
3=strongly agree
0=strongly disagree
1=disagree
2=agree
3=strongly agree
0=strongly disagree
1=disagree
2=agree
3=strongly agree
0=strongly disagree
1=disagree
2=agree
3=strongly agree
0=strongly disagree
1=disagree
2=agree
3=strongly agree
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50. Now I am going read out some statements about beliefs that some in our society hold about men and
women. Please tell me how many people in your community believe the following statements. The
response options are most, some, very few, and no one.

A husband who helps his wife with the household
chores will not be respected by his family.
(normchore)
A man who makes important decisions jointly with
his wife will be considered a weak man by his family.
(normdec)
A man’s family will think he is a disloyal son if he
takes his wife’s opinion over his mother’s opinion.
(normmom)
A woman who openly expresses her sexual desires
to her husband is perceived to be vulgar. (normsex)

Husbands may use force to reprimand their wives
because men should be in control of their families.
(normcontrol)
A woman who complains about her husband’s
violent behavior is considered a disloyal wife by her
in-laws. (normcomp)
A woman who does not tolerate violence from her
husband is dishonoring her family and should not be
welcomed home. (normtol)
A person who intervenes when a woman is being
beaten by her husband would be considered to be
interfering or meddling in the couple’s private affairs.
(normhelp)

0= No one in my community believes this
1= Some people in my community believe this
2=Most people in my community believe this
3=Everyone in my community believes this
0= No one in my community believes this
1= Some people in my community believe this
2=Most people in my community believe this
3=Everyone in my community believes this
0= No one in my community believes this
1= Some people in my community believe this
2=Most people in my community believe this
3=Everyone in my community believes this
0= No one in my community believes this
1= Some people in my community believe this
2=Most people in my community believe this
3=Everyone in my community believes this
0= No one in my community believes this
1= Some people in my community believe this
2=Most people in my community believe this
3=Everyone in my community believes this
0= No one in my community believes this
1= Some people in my community believe this
2=Most people in my community believe this
3=Everyone in my community believes this
0= No one in my community believes this
1= Some people in my community believe this
2=Most people in my community believe this
3=Everyone in my community believes this
0= No one in my community believes this
1= Some people in my community believe this
2=Most people in my community believe this
3=Everyone in my community believes this

51. If a neighbor or friend confides in you that she has been beaten by her husband, what would you do?
I will read you some options. Please tell me which one best represents what you would most likely do in
this scenario. (DVresponse)
 Listen to her story, but avoid getting involved since you cannot change her situation. (0)
 Ask your husband or another respected man in the community to talk to her husband to encourage
him not to beat his wife. (1)
 Sympathize with the wife but tell her that it is part of married life. (2)
 Tell the wife to comply with her husband's expectations so he won’t beat her. (3)
 Encourage the wife to make a police report. (4)
 Tell the wife about organizations/offices in your community that can help her. (5)
 Other (7) ____________________ . (DVresponse_text)
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52. In the past 12 months, have you personally tried to help a married woman who had been beaten or
otherwise hurt by her husband? (Actstop)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
This section asks about your experience with violence and you may feel some discomfort answering
these questions. There are no right or wrong answers. I will be here to help and support you and answer
any questions you may have. Your answers to these questions are private and will not be shared with
anyone.
53. As far as you know, did your father ever beat your mother? (dadbeat)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
 Don't know (97)
54. As far as you know, was your husband’s mother beaten by her husband? (husdadbeat)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
 Don't know (97)
55. When your husband was a child how frequently was he beaten by someone in his family?
(huschildab)
 Never (0)
 A few times (1)
 Often (2)
 Don't know (97)
56. When you were a child, how frequently were you beaten by someone in your family? (Childabuse)
 Never (0)
 A few times (1)
 Often (2)
 Refuse to answer (9)
57. Before the age of 15, did anyone in your family ever touch you, or make you do something sexual that
you did not want to do? (sex15)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
 Refuse to answer (9)
Answer If Before the age of 15, did anyone in your family ever touch you, or make you do something
sexual that you did not want to do? Yes Is Selected
58. How old were you when it happened for the first time? (sex15age)
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Answer If Before the age of 15, did anyone in your family ever touch you, or make you do something
sexual that you did not want to do? Yes Is Selected
59. How many times did this happen? (sex15freq)
 Once or twice (1)
 Few times (2)
 Many times (3)
60. When two people marry, they usually share both good and bad moments. I would now like to ask
you some questions about your relationship and how your husband treats you. Your answers are
important and will be kept private. You do not have to answer questions that you do not want to.

Item
In the past 12 months, how often has your husband insulted you or
made you feel bad about yourself? (insult12)
In the past 12 months, how many times has your husband belittled
or humiliated you in front of other people? (belittle12)

In the past 12 months, how many times has your husband done
things to scare or intimidate you on purpose for example by the way
he looked at you, by yelling and smashing things? (scare12)

In the past 12 months, how many times has your husband
threatened to hurt you or someone you care about? (threat12)

response
0=never
1=once
2=few times
3=many times
9=refuse to answer
0=never
1=once
2=few times
3=many times
9=refuse to answer
0=never
1=once
2=few times
3=many times
9=refuse to answer
0=never
1=once
2=few times
3=many times
9=refuse to answer

61. Thinking back over the past 12 months, would you say that you have been very afraid of your
husband never, a few times, many times or most of the time? (Afraid)
 Never (0)
 A few times (1)
 Many times (2)
 Most of the time (3)
62. In the past 12 months, how often have you seen your husband drunk? Never, less than once a month,
once a month, weekly, or every day or nearly every day. (Drunk)
 Never (0)
 Less than once a month (1)
 Once a month (2)
 Weekly (3)
 Every day or nearly every day (4)
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Q 63.
Item
In the past 12 months, how many times has your husband slapped
you or thrown something at you which could hurt you? (slap12)
In the past 12 months how many times has your husband pushed or
shoved you? (push12)
In the past 12 months, how many times has your husband hit you
with a fist or with something else that could hurt you? (hit12)
In the past 12 months, how many times has your husband kicked,
dragged, beaten, choked or burnt you? (kick12)
In the past 12 months, how many times has your husband
threatened to use or actually used a gun, knife or other weapon
against you? (gun12)

response
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer

Q64.
Item
Before the past 12 months, how many times has your husband
slapped you or thrown something at you which could hurt you?
(slappr)
Before the past 12 months ,how many times has your husband
pushed or shoved you? (pushpr)
Before the past 12 months, how many times has your husband hit
you with a fist or with something else that could hurt you? (hitpr)
Before the past 12 months, how many times has your husband
kicked, dragged, beaten, choked or burnt you? (kickpr)
Before the past 12 months, how many times has your husband
threatened to use or actually used a gun, knife or other weapon
against you? (gunpr)

response
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer

This next section asks questions about your intimate experiences with your husband. I understand that
these are very private matters and I thank you for your honesty.
65. Who has the final say about decision about whether or not to have sex? (Decsex)
 Mostly your husband (1)
 Mostly you (2)
 You and your husband equally (3)
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Q66.
Item
In the past 12 months, how many times has your husband physically
forced you to have sex when you did not want to? (forcesex12)
In the past 12 months, have many times have you had sex with your
husband when you did not want to because you were afraid that he
might become violent? (afraidsex12)
In the past 12 months, how many times has your husband forced
you to do something else sexual that did not want to do?
(othersex12)

response
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer

Q 67.
Item
Before the past 12 months, how many times has your husband
physically forced you to have sex when you did not want to?
(forcesexpr)
Before the past 12 months, have many times have you had sex with
your husband when you did not want to because you were afraid
that he might become violent? (afraidsexpr)
Before the past 12 months, how many times has your husband
forced you to do something else sexual that did not want to do?
(othersexpr)

response
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer
0=never 1=once 2=few times
3=many times 9=refuse to
answer

68. How likely do you think it is that your husband is having sex with someone else? Would you say
definitely, probably, probably not or definitely not? (Cheat)
 Definitely not (0)
 Probably not (1)
 Probably (2)
 Definitely (3)
69. Have you been married to any man besides your current husband? (marriagepr)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
Answer If Have you been married to any man besides your current husband? Yes Is Selected
70. Did your prior husband ever hit, kick, punch or otherwise physically hurt you? (prhusphys)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
 Refuse to answer (9)
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Answer If Did your prior husband ever force you to have sex or force you to do something sexual that did
not want to do? Yes Is Selected
71. Did your prior husband ever force you to have sex or force you to do something sexual that did not
want to do? (prhussex)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
 Refuse to answer (9)
Answer If Did your prior husband ever force you to have sex or force you to do something sexual that did
not want to do? Yes Is Selected
72. Did your previous marriage end in separation/divorce/abandonment or were you widowed?
(marriageen)
 Divorce/separation/abandonment (1)
 Widowed (2)
Answer If Did your prior husband ever force you to have sex or force you to do something sexual that did
not want to do? Yes Is Selected
73. How old were you when you first got married? (agemarprio)
Answer If - Once Is Selected Or - Few Is Selected Or - Many Is Selected Or - Once Is Selected Or
- Few Is Selected Or - Many Is Selected
Q 74
From your answers I can see that you have had some difficulties with your husband. Now I would like to
ask more about what you have done to deal with these difficult situations. [CAN SELECT MULTIPLE
OPTIONS. READ ALL OPTIONS TO PARTICIPANT]
 Did not tell anyone (help_1)
 Friends (help_2)
 Your family (help_3)
 His family (help_4)
 Neighbors (help_5)
 Doctor, health worker or female community health worker (help_6)
 Panchayat/elders (help_7)
 Police (help_8)
 Community or religious leader (help_9)
 Mediation center (help_10)
 Legal aid / paralegal committee (help_11)
 Lawyer/judge/court (help_12)
 Women and children’s service center / crisis center (help_13)
 Shelter (help_14)
 Village development committee office (help_15)
 ward office (help_16)
 Other (help_17) ____________________ (help_17_text)
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Answer If From your answers I can see that you have had some difficulties with your husband. Now I
would li... Friends Is Displayed And From your answers I can see that you have had some difficulties with
your husband. Now I would li... Did not tell anyone Is Not Selected
helpful
75 . Which of these sources provided support that was helpful to you?
helpful_x1—helpfulx17, helpful_x17_text
76. The next section asks about relationships with your own family. Please tell me how much you agree
with each of the following statements.

You feel loved and cared for by members of your own family (famlove)

You can express your opinion freely on matters that are important to you
with members of your own family. (famopinion)

If your husband hit you or physically hurt you in any other way, a member of
your own family would tell your husband to stop. (famstop)

1=strongly disagree
2=somewhat disagree
3=somewhat agree
4=strongly agree
1=strongly disagree
2=somewhat disagree
3=somewhat agree
4=strongly agree
1=strongly disagree
2=somewhat disagree
3=somewhat agree
4=strongly agree

77. In the past 12 months, has a member of your own family called you names, insulted you, humiliated
you, or prevented you from leaving the home. (famemot)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
 Refuse to answer (9)
78. In the past 12 months, has a member of your own family hit, kicked, punched or otherwise physically
hurt you? (Famphys)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
 Refuse to answer (9)
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79. The next questions are about your experiences with your in-laws.

You feel loved and cared for by members of your husband’s family
(inlawlove)

You can express your opinion freely on matters that are important to you
with members of your husband’s family. (inlawopinion)

If your husband hit you or physically hurt you in any other way, a member of
your husband’s family would tell your husband to stop. (inlawstop)

1=strongly disagree
2=somewhat disagree
3=somewhat agree
4=strongly agree
1=strongly disagree
2=somewhat disagree
3=somewhat agree
4=strongly agree
1=strongly disagree
2=somewhat disagree
3=somewhat agree
4=strongly agree

80. In the past 12 months, has a member of your husband’s family called you names, insulted you,
humiliated you, or prevented you from leaving the home. (Inlawemot)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
 Refuse to answer (9)
81. In the past 12 months, has a member of your husband’s family hit, kicked, punched or otherwise
physically hurt you? (Inlawphys)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
 Refuse to answer (3)
82. In the past 12 months, has a member of your husband’s family encouraged your husband to hit, kick,
punch, or otherwise physically hurt you? (Inlawencou)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
 Refuse to answer (9)
This next section asks about your messages you may have heard on the topic of violence against
women.
83. Do you listen to the radio at least once a week, less than once a week or not at all? (radlisten)
 Not at all (0)
 Less than once a week (1)
 At least once a week (2)
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84. Do you watch television at least once a week, less than once a week, or not at all? (tvwatch)
 Not at all (0)
 Less than once a week (1)
 At least once a week (2)
Q 85. If Do you listen to the radio at least once a week, less than once a week or not at all? Not at all Is
Not Selected

In the past 12 months, how frequently have you heard a program or
announcement on the radio about violence between a husband and a wife?
(radio)

In the past 12 months, how frequently have you seen a program or
announcement on the television about violence between a husband and a
wife? (tv)

In the past 12 months, how frequently have you seen a street theatre that
talked about violence between a husband and a wife? (theatre)

In the past 12 months, how frequently have you heard a religious or
community leader speak about violence between husbands and wives?
(leader)

0=never
1=a few times
2=At least once a month
3=At least once a week
4=Daily
0=never
1=a few times
2=At least once a month
3=At least once a week
4=Daily
0=never
1=a few times
2=At least once a month
3=At least once a week
4=Daily
0=never
1=a few times
2=At least once a month
3=At least once a week
4=Daily

86. In the past 12 months have you ever participated in a training or a workshop on the topic of violence
against women? (Training)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
We are nearly done. I would like to ask you some questions about your health.
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87 The next questions ask about difficulties you may have doing certain activities because of a health
problem.

Do you have difficulty seeing, even if wearing glasses? (see)

Do you have difficulty hearing? (hear)

Do you have difficulty walking or climbing steps? (walk)

Do you have difficulty remembering or concentrating? (remember)

Do you have difficulty speaking? (speak)

0= No - no difficulty
1= Yes – some difficulty
2= Yes – a lot of difficulty
3= Cannot do at all
0= No - no difficulty
1= Yes – some difficulty
2= Yes – a lot of difficulty
3= Cannot do at all
0= No - no difficulty
1= Yes – some difficulty
2= Yes – a lot of difficulty
3= Cannot do at all
0= No - no difficulty
1= Yes – some difficulty
2= Yes – a lot of difficulty
3= Cannot do at all
0= No - no difficulty
1= Yes – some difficulty
2= Yes – a lot of difficulty
3= Cannot do at all

88. Have you had heart-mind problems in the past two weeks, for example thoughts playing in your heartmind, sadness in your heart-mind, or worry in your heart-mind? (heartmind)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
Answer If Have you had heart-mind problems in the past two weeks, for example thoughts playing in your
hear... Yes Is Selected
89. During the past two weeks, have you experienced problems in your work, taking care of yourself and
your family, or in your relationship with other people because of heart-mind problems? (mhimpact)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
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90. Mental health

During the past two weeks, compared to other people, how often have you felt
that you were not able to be happy or enjoy work/activities? (depint)

During the past two weeks, how often have you felt frustrated, in despair, or
incapable of doing anything? (depfeel)

During the past two weeks, how often have you had problems with your sleep
such as not being able to sleep properly and peacefully, or feeling sleepier than
usual? (depsleep)
During the past two weeks, how often have you felt tired and lacking energy?
(deptired)

During the past two weeks, how often have you lost your appetite or experienced
increased appetite? (depeat)

During the past two weeks, how often have you blamed yourself for something or
felt you have let yourself and your family down (for example, because of you, you
and your family have lost respect in the community)? (depbad)
During the past two weeks, how often have you had difficulty being able to focus
or concentrate (for example, not being able to concentrate while watching TV,
reading the newspaper, cleaning rice, cooking, cutting grass or working)?
(depread)
During the past two weeks, how often have people commented that you have
been talking very slowly, walking slowly, moving around needlessly, or acting
restless? (depslow)

0= Not at all
1=sometimes
2=usually
3=always
0= Not at all
1=sometimes
2=usually
3=always
0= Not at all
1=sometimes
2=usually
3=always
0= Not at all
1=sometimes
2=usually
3=always
0= Not at all
1=sometimes
2=usually
3=always
0= Not at all
1=sometimes
2=usually
3=always
0= Not at all
1=sometimes
2=usually
3=always
0= Not at all
1=sometimes
2=usually
3=always
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91.The next questions ask how you solve problems that may arise. Can you tell me how true each of the
statements are. The responses are not at all true, hardly true, moderately true, and exactly true.
I can always manage to solve difficult problems if I try hard enough (solvprob)

If someone opposes me, I can find the means and ways to get what I want
(oppose)

I am confident that I could deal efficiently with unexpected events.
(unexpected)

No matter what comes my way, I’m usually able to handle it. (handle)

1=Not at all true
2=Hardly true
3=Moderately true
4=Exactly true
1=Not at all true
2=Hardly true
3=Moderately true
4=Exactly true
1=Not at all true
2=Hardly true
3=Moderately true
4=Exactly true
1=Not at all true
2=Hardly true
3=Moderately true
4=Exactly true

92. Thank you, we have nearly completed the interview. I would just like to understand how you feel
about the interview today.

Was participating today a choice you made freely? (partchoice)
Did you feel that you could stop participating at any time? (partstop)
Did you experience intense emotions answering these questions? (partint)
Did you find participating in this study to be personally meaningful? (partmean)
Do you think the study’s results will be useful to others? (partuse)
Knowing what you know now, would you participate in this study again if given the
opportunity? (partagain)

1=yes
1=yes
1=yes
1=yes
1=yes
1=yes

0=no
0=no
0=no
0=no
0=no
0=no

93. There may be activities for families in your community, such as street theatres, discussion groups, or
community meetings. These activities are designed to raise awareness about women’s rights and gender
relations. Would you allow us to contact you again to notify you of these activities? (Otheractiv)
 Yes (1)
 No (0)
94. The interview is done. Do you still have some questions? Or do you still want to add something?
(anytoadd)
Answer If - Once Is Selected Or - Few Is Selected Or - Many Is Selected Or - Once Is Selected Or
- Few Is Selected Or - Many Is Selected Or In the past 12 months, has a member of your own family
called you names, insulted you, humiliated... Yes Is Selected Or In the past 12 months, has a member of
your own family hit, kicked, punched or otherwise physical... Yes Is Selected Or In the past 12 months,
has a member of your husband’s family called you names, insulted you, humi... Yes Is Selected Or In the
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past 12 months, has a member of your husband’s family hit, kicked, punched or otherwise ph... Yes Is
Selected

I would like to thank you very much for helping us. I appreciate the time that you have taken. I realize that
these questions may have been difficult for you to answer, but it is only by hearing from women
themselves that we can really understand how to develop programs to help. From what you have told me,
I can tell that you have had some very difficult times in your life. No one has the right to treat someone
else that way. From what you have told me I can see that you are strong and have survived through some
difficult circumstances. Here is a small card with a phone number for an organization that provides
support, legal advice and counseling services to women. If you would like to speak to them today, I can
connect you through the tablet. Their services are free, and they will keep anything that you say private. If
you would like to take their number to possibly call at a later time, please take this card. It is small so you
can hide it if needed to avoid others seeing it and becoming angry. Thank you again for your time and for
sharing your experiences. (closev)
Answer If [If respondent disclosed violence in past twelve months from her husband, family, or inlaws].&nbsp; I would like to thank you very much for helping us. I appreciate the time that you have
taken. ... Is Not Displayed
I would like to thank you very much for helping us. I appreciate the time that you have taken. I realize that
these questions may have been difficult for you to answer, but it is only by hearing from women
themselves that we can really understand how to develop programs to help. In case you ever hear of
another woman who needs help, here is a card with a phone number for an organization that provides
support, legal advice and counseling services to women. Please do contact them if you or any of your
friends or relatives needs help. Their services are free, and they will keep anything that anyone says to
them private. The card is small so that it can be hidden if needed. Thank you again for your time and for
sharing your experiences. (closenv)
95. Close-Out [should be answered by the enumerator for every survey, even partially completed ones]

Did the participate cry or seem upset? (cry)
Did the participant take the hotline number ? (takehot)
Did the participant call the hotline number during or immediately after the interview ?
(callhot)
Did you face any difficulties with this interview? (difficult)
Did the participant refuse to answer any questions? (refuse)

1=yes 0=no
1=yes 0=no
1=yes 0=no
1=yes 0=no
1=yes 0=no

96. Did a field supervisor or a VDRC representative visit your data collection facility today? (super)
 No supervisory visit occurred at the data collection site today (0)
 Yes-IDA representative (1)
 Yes-VDRC representative (2)
Please inform your field supervisor if the participant called the hotline number (with or without your
assistance), you faced any difficulties, or if you are having strong emotions because of this interview.
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